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PART I 
INTHODUCTION 
Human beings have devised many and varied methods to 
assist themselves in commUJ.J.icating with others. The idea 
is that the lower animals do show capacity for limited 
communica tion. Dogs' tails wag in a fr i endly salute, or dogs' 
groHls indicate anger. Kittens purr in contentment or hiss 
in warning. Before men developed spoken language, they com-
municated by the signs, pictures and symbols. The early man 
s hovred a combination of pi ctorial and symboli c s igns by vrhi ch 
he exchanged ideas. 
All attempts in the d irection of communi ca tion reveal 
man's dislike for living alone and his urge to express himself 
in ways under s tood by his fellowmen. A large part of the urge 
to civilize hims elf is involved in the attempt to escape from 
the solitariness. Regardless of his interests or abilities, 
every normal person is trying to establish an intelligent 
relationship with other people. 
The "language" is chief ly sound, and i t is directed to the 
ear, of course, r a ther than to the eye. In its richest form, 
and when fully understood and apprecia ted, language can com-
municate joy or sorrow. It can stimulate visions of beauty or 
1 
suggest experiences of ugliness. 1 
So every person inherits a language; that is, he grows 
up i n a community in which a par t ie _l ar language i s the ac-
cepted or an 11 offi cial one , 11 and he tends · to u s e i. t in his 
own accepted way. It opens an i ndividual to a useful tool 
and a pos sible trap. 
As a tool, it stores up the expe r ience of the race. 
Books bring the thoughts of ancient and mediaeval people to 
rea ders in these modern times. It infers the attitude of 
people on issues of importance to them. It conducts the 
learner along the pathway to knowledge. It offers him a 
way to tap the resources of thinkers and students and workers 
whom he cannot know personally, but whose thoughts he can 
understand. 2 
The invention of printing was an important event in 
civilization, because it offered a way to preserve the 
thoughts of men much more accurately than to hand them down 
from generation to generation, from word-of-mouth. 
Having matched experience with verbal language, or even · 
with visual language, there is a tendency to manipulate the 
abstractions whi ch convey the meaning, into systems. o 
words have a history; they take on overtones; they are loaded 
1Gyorgy Ke:f: es, Langp.§.g.§ of Vision (Chicago: Paul Theobald, 
191-t-4) ' p • 13 
2Ibid., p. 13 
2 
with emotion; they are far more than detached utterances --
they are ideas being conveyed with a background. 
Whole "explanations of theories or of events , 11 or 
" ph i los ophies of life 11 are elaborated out of words. 
Becaus e we inherit the s e systems, we tend to accept them, , 
and then to look on the dynamic aspect of the events around 
us, with the background society has brought to us. 
We persuade ourselves to make our word images correspond 
with the pictures in our thoughts and t he outside world. Then 
as we approach reality, we are made to feel at ease, because 
we regard it as a 11 known11 world. 
However, this al s o forms a trap. We have inheri ted from 
our cultural environment, the words, t he phrases and the 
sentences and have become accus tomed t o them until they are 
interpretive stereotypes. Words a re screened by this habit 
pattern, and we select what we desire t o recognize and leave 
out what we do not wish to select. 
For example, a weather instrument used to measur e the 
per cent of humidity, speaks one kind of l anguage, whi ch is 
limited, because it does not consider the imt,J ortance of other ·' 
factors. Since these are important, and i nclude wind velocit~ 
cloud forma tion, weather fronts, high and low pres sure zones, 
but about which the instrument cannot s peak, we a r e caught in ' 
the teeth of the trap . 
Every s poken language, like the language of a weather 
3 
instrument, leaves its \vork unfi nished, and another type of 
language is needed. 
Pre,judice may reduce our re ceptivity. Ignorance may 
-
prevent understanding of written communications. Lack of 
association between words and their meanings, may reduce 
understanding to a minimum. 
This is v.rhere the "new vision" enters the field of c om-
munica tions and helps us to determine individually what is 
in our consciousness. We are surrounded by daily events, 
from drinking a cup of coffee to discussions of our shrunken, 
interdependent world. Visually, the major~ty of us are st i ll 
"object-minded," not "relation-minded." We are nrisoner s of 
the past, and our visual world moves on to interlocking rela --
tionships, fast er than our minds can comprehend their meanings. 
For example, a G. I. -private stati oned at Fort Ord, 
California, is trans ported to Camp Kilmer in Ne\v Jersey, by 
plane. He travels at 325 miles an hour and arrives on the 
Atlant i c seaboard, to be transferred to a new over seas station~ 
but he has a conservative religious ·-·h i losophy and a "smaJ. l-
tmm" attitude toward community and business life. Therefore, . 
although he exists in the new world of sights and sounds, he 
responds, thinks and feels as if he were alive in the 19th 
century. 
The language of vision is an~fective instrument of com-
4 
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munica tion, because it can portray more accura tely what this 
day is like than words can possibly do. So the medium of 
printing presents a pr i nted picture as one of the strongest 
means to stimulate man's mi nd, bring his r ea ct i ons up t o date ~ 
improve his knowledge and recrea te him into an integrated 
person. 
The photograph ha s characteristi cs for disseminat i ng 
knowledge more effectively than any other method of communi-
ca tion. It i s pers onal and inti mate or international and 
universal. It moves from the nearest neighbor to the most 
distant stranger with equal ease and with complete accuracy. 
It knows no limits of language, vocabulary or grammar. It 
can be perceived by persons who cannot read as well as by I 
I 
learned persons. This language , r hotography, can convey facts 
and ideas in a wider range and with greater depth than any 
other means of communication.3 
Photographs can interpret the new r hysical world, the 
new social world, the new political world , or the new person-
II 
! 
al world, and the interpretation can be immediate. The I 
dynamic interrelationships become more evident than in other I 
media. 
3norothy Norman, America and Alfred Stieglitz, "An American 
Placeu(Garden City, New York: Country Life Press, 1934, 
339 pp.), p. 123 
5 
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(1) Growirrg Imp o!::t~nce of photq_gr_C!QhY. as Meap.~ of C<?mmuni~C!t_ion 
II The vast increase in the use of photography is in itself 
a bit of convincing evidence of the new importance it holds 
in communications. The photographic magazine ha s become one 
of the accepted methods of interpreting curr ent trends. 
Entertainment is visual, with the motion picture portraying 
all of man's moods, from mystery to melodrama, and from comedy 
to tra gedy. The thinking of the world is influenced by the 
motion picture. The documentary moti on picture, interpret j_ng 
any theme, from the facts in an industry, educational programs 
in a university, or events in a na t i onal culture, has become 
commercially important and historically signi ficant. It has 
I! 
11 
II 
,, 
also become the accepted method for reporting on events of all j 
kinds. In medical science a picture relates a new story 1 
more accura tely than language can tell. A surgical operation 
in kodachrome tells the doctors much more than detailed 
informat :L on or a descript i on vJri tten by s omeone who partici-
pa ted in the operation. The X-ray has become a useful instru-
ment of vis i on, by revealing hidden facts unseen by naked 
eyes, i n the field of science. Microf i lm has re r- laced as much 
as 85% of the vmrk and the method formerly used to store docu-
ments. Now an accurate record can be ke pt, and in a small 
space. 
7 
I 
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photography has moved into the center of our civiliza l 
I tion. We ar e a ll i nfluenced by it. 
II 
il 
' I 
(2) Need to Know More About How Photographs Communica te or 
How Individuals Get Meaning ~ Information 
However, this vast extension of the use of the photograph:il' c 
method ha s taken place so rapidly that we are using visual comJI 
munications in every department of life, without ,kno'\lri ng pre-
cisely what the results are or how meaning is cow~unicated. 
The full and true meaning of a photograph can be obtained 11 
only by keen observation. II 
II 
However, accurate observation is 
not a conspicuous virtue of the aver age person today. As he 
moves among the people and objects of his every-day envi ron-
When he sees ment, he becomes careless in his observation. 
an object, he gains a general impres s ion , not 
cept; or he gets a vague idea of i ts meaning, 
understanding of facts as portrayed. 
an accurate con - I 
not a clear ~ 
The r. ossible outcome of this situa tion is evident when 
it is known tha t as many as 5o,ooo,ooo per s ons see a single 
issue of a nati onal weekly pictorial magazine. Likewise, the 
potentiality of t his medium for educati on i s acknowledged as 
elementary textbooks are being rewritten and new textbooks 
are being completed, with many mor e pi ctures than heretofore 
illus tra t i ng the vrord text. Libraries of documentary mot i on 
pictures are avai lable to all schools and are used by many. 
Research scientists are s tudying still and moving pictures 
of their experiments to understand and record t he i r findings. 
But this medium, powerful enough to i nfluence our whole 
8 
civilization, is being used without much knowledge about the 
way pictures are received by the human mind, or what kind of 
pictures prompt people to what types of action. We are plagu1 
by advanced photographic methods and media recreating people, 
when we have little advance information as to the way picture s I 
affect them. 
Since we are using the photograph more than ever before 
to inform, educate, motivate, train and challenge people, and ' 
since the results are obviously far-reaching, we ar e obligated 
to undertake to understand the objectives in thi s medium, and 
to learn the manner in which visual materials affect viewer s . 
I 
II 
ll 
I 
I 
I 
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II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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(3) Short.§:K~ of Available Information and Theories 
There is a plentiful supply of information concerning the 11 
I 
field of art, its history, its meani ng, its purpose, and its 
effect. But there is a serious lack of information on 
photography, outside of techniques, mechanical problems, 
speed of shutter, etc. 
There are many theories and there is much advice on ways 
for the improvement of methods in picture-taking. Mistakes 
are illustrated, and correcti ons are described, ad inf~q~tum. 
But the literature dealing with creative insights in photographw 
I 
is ser i ously limited. Artistic skills are not well described. 
11 
Information on technical ~roblems is a proper starting 
point, because the full knowledge of established principles 
and effective tec~Diques of photography is necessary for every II 
photographer, if he is to have an ample and intelligent founda J 
tion for t aking technically correct pictures. That means tha t 1: 
behi nd every good 1:-hotograph is. a trained techni cian. II 
II 
However, there is a big gap between the acquisit i on of I 
technical skills and the gaining of intelligent objectivity 
behind the camera, the achievement of an arti stry by which 
overtones of meaning and richness of theme are involved in 
all pictures, and the development of a philosophy of visual 
communications. 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
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(4) Ba~ic annroach which l take in the Thesis 
(a) Objective: To learn more about h ow people gain 
information, impressions, ideas, feelings from photographs. 
In connection with the use of photographs i n every-day 
life and t he results obtained, th i s study is designed to i n-
quire i nto the r eaction of vi ewers . How much ob j ectivi t y they 
express or whether they a r e sub j ect i ve i n t he i r reactions to I 
pictures; how much variety of res ponse is ther e i n studyi ng 
t he same pictures, by di fferent persons, is another important 
que s tion. Whether education, social exper ience, travel, an 
position aff ect the res pons e to a photograph, is another 
important que s t ion. 
The smoother and more controll ed and natural the elements I 
appear in a photograph, t he mor e far -reach i ng and determinative!! 
the results should be . This study will at t empt to find out 11 
whet her or not t hi s is a fact. 
1
. 
Also, these studies will seek to find ou t whether there 
is a relationship between knowledge, cr 8ative insights and I 
objective and s pecific r eacti on, with broader range of meaning 1, 
I, 
or summary, or whether untrained persons gain equal informa-
il tion, and f ully as enriched meani ngs. 
A quest i onna i re was developed, cnd submitted to a 
list of persons. They vary widely in age, education , 
of photography, travel exper i ence, etc. Ther e was no 
selected II 
knowledg, 
at t empt · 
to record pe r s onality traits , but to seek evidences of the 
l l 
forces that mold opini on, and to trace the types of res ponse 
called up by a selected s et of photographs. Such knowledge 
should assist all photographers to focus their work more 
sharply for better defined results i n communication. 
richnes s of communication. 
It i s intended that this study will make a contribution 
to such an i mpr ovement of concept in t aking pictures. Better 
understand i ng of the reactions of pe ople to visual communica-
tions wi ll ce~tainly assist in thi s mat t er. 
I 12 
I ~ .. -=--· -r 
II 
Not only will such sharpened observations improve the I 
planning for communication through the medium of photography, I 
but there shoul d be a new depth-development in the concept and 1! 
spirit of the photographer. As t he person who is captur i ng 
human experience in photographs master s the elements of h is 1 
ovm thoughts, and applies them to s pecific fields to be por;.... _ 1! 
trayed, he can achieve greater divers ity of application of thj_ ~ 
art to human understanding. I 
Gradually, t he public could be trained to make better use \ 
of photogra phs. Instead, then , of having v i sual materials 
subs tituted for wr i tten me s sages, they wou l d become added too~~ 
for portraying the depth and range of the vlri tten cornmuilica- j 
tions. 
13 
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Excellent materials presented by photographers who know their 
field with its applications will upgrade all communica t ions. 
II 
li 
II 
(b) Survey of psychologica l pr ·nciples and theories 
] 
lj. 
involved. 
There are many different types of photographs. Ea ch ha s a 
lj 
part i cular purpose and appeals to a special public. Some 
I 
I 
pictures ar e purely utili tar ian, a s for example, technical 1; 
photographs or commercial pictur es. The r eal esta te agent II 
uses this type of picture to assist him in gaining the interes t 
of a client in a house he has listed for sale. II 
'· Other pictures are decorative (they are ca l l ed 11 pictorial"i) 
and they may belong to a person who has taken pictures whi le 
on a vacation trip. These pictures are aids to him in re-
I, 
Educational jl calling the memorable experiences along the way. 
highlighting 1l pictures are found in textbooks and are useful in 
the material describe d in the words of the text. As indicated 1 
elsewhere, textbook illustration is growing in popularity and 
in significance. This i s because many of t he obscure items 
in the educa tion of a <h i ld become clear vJhen they can be 
brought to him in visua l form. 
News photographs are another type, and they are so impor -
tant that every metropolitan daily maintains its staff of 
photographers. There is a s pecial timeliness to the news 
photograph . With the speed of events , reader s demand tha t 1 
photo-journalism keep up with the newsworthy items, in the samJ 
'II 
way in which the reporter covers them. 
L Amusing pho t ographs contribute t o the enjO)~ent and relax 
people in tense times. Humor i s said to be a margin a round ! 
- - ~ 
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our need. It allows one to regain his poise and to sort out 
the serious from the trivial. 
There i s the stimulating type of picture. The pin-up is 
an example. 
'I 
It 
1: 
II 
I For the moment, categories are not i mportant. However, 
the point i s that every photograph, like every bui lding, must 
be planned f recisely and in detail, according t o the particular 
objectives or requirements involved. 
An educat i onal photogra:r:.h should be instructive. The 
photographer shoul d be aware of t he intent of the educational 
writer • 
. 11 A pictorial r;hoto should be a e s thetically pleasing, 
I 
and accura te in detail. A pin-up pho t ograph is nevertheless 
pointless without sex appeal. 
It is signi ficant that i n judging a work of a rch1tecture 
I 
I 
we usua lly confine ourselves to a criticism of the plan or 
design. In other words, we criticize the work of the architect. 
!I 
!I 
We notice his " t echnique" only i f ther e is bad execution. 
On the other hand, in photography the opposite is the r u le. 
Plan or design is hardly ever noticed. Ob j ective is not even 11 
II 
recogni zed. People do not know about the classic proportions 
of a picture E.s they do "Gothic," or "modern" or "early 
American" in archi tecture. They simply think of the effect 
of t he picture f or the moment, and criticize technique. 
II 
II 
I 
II 
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II 
I 
I 
I 
This misvaluation leads many people to believe that a 
photographer can never be an artist, nor can a photograph be 
considered a wor k of art. They forget the importance of con- 1 
ception, compositi on, philosophy, knowledge, and imagination. 
They underrate the importance of the r hotographer as a crea tive 
II communicator. 
Actually, the innumerable ways to solve one and the same II 
problem in photography offer s a wide range of choices t o the 
particular photographer. This adds to his artistic possibili-
ties and makes him the user of techniques for the sake of the 
result. 
When people pay too much att ention to ''the technical side !1 
of a photograph," they overlook the fact that these same means 11 
are so varied that the choi ces are as numerous as they are 
for arti s ts who work in various media, like pas tels, oils, 
water colors, ceramics, or sculpture • 
. It is important to dis pose of this mistaken notion, in . 
order to come to the true value of photography. The fact that 
the camera is capable of "lying" shoul d not cause people to 
mistrust i t. Any media can be misused . Mathematics can be 
made to sugge:t false conclusions. Words can deceive. St:i.l l, 
we rely on mathematics for computing the measurements of our 
lives, and vie use words to guide our thoughts. So we must see 
in the camera an instrument of delicacy and sens i tivity, con-
I 
I 
=t--
Il 
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structed to respond to the whim, the mood, the viewpo i nt, the 
skill, the total outlook of the photographer. Whenever there 
is a creative artist at work, in photography, a creative resulJ 
can be obtained. 
For the word, "lie" used in connection with a photograph 
mer ely means "deviati on from literal reproduction." 
Deviation may have a positive or a negative value, 
I 
depending on how it i s used. It may dramatize meani ng, or 
fake an impre s sion. This depends on t he integrity , resource- j 
fulness, objectives and imaginati on of the photographer. The II 
point is that the opr ortuni ty i s always there t o prove vlhether II 
he is creative as an art i st should be, or a medi ocre technicianl. 
The art of communication through photography demands artis tic II 
II comprehension of the task, and the touch of the artis t on the 
camera. I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
!1 
I 
I 
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PART II 
PSYCHOLOGICAL THEORIES ON PERCEPTION 
AS TBEY RE A.TE TO OBTA. TNING MEANI NG FROH A PHOTOGRAPH 
11 0ur illus t ration began with the s i mplest possible 
s patial organ~zation which would give rise to the perception 
of a thi ng. It consisted in a s i ngle bright patch in a dark 
field. Few life situa t i ons are so phenomenologically simple, 
and not all experimental s et -ups . can poss ibly reta i n such a near-
homogeneity. We are usually confront ed with complex patterns 
whi ch are often thought of as aggregations of separate i terns, II 
each of which may engage our attention in turn. Nevertheless 11 
it is becoming increas ingly apparent to i nvestigators tha t the lj 
parts of the visua l world are interdependent •11 4 
11 Theories: (1) Mechanistic theory (elemental i sm) or 
atomism; the other as configurati on, organi sm, Gestalt Theory, 
11 
or field theory. The f ormer i s the common method of analystic 
(ana lys is), the tearing apart of complex phenomena to find 
their constituents. It is obvious that in · such a procedure 
the stopping point is arbitrary, for parts themselves have 
parts. It is the belief back of t h is sort of analysis tha t 
- --~-
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I 
II 
!I 
I 
"The latter view, that of configuratJ_onism, is bui lt on the 
recognit i on that a th i ng may act one way a t one time and 
another way some later occa s i on, depending upon \vhat the th:i..ng 
i s a part of. This vi <::·w chooses therefo r e to reg in with so.ne 
larger situation of which the phenomenon i n question is a part 
and to understand its behavi or a s a fillLCtion of the larger 
situation. It can thus be seen that the two procedures are 
logically opposed. 11 5 
''Measurement .... two ihings ba sed for measur ement of the 
senses. First .... terms of the simulus .•.. no scale of sensory 
units simi l a r to a yardstick i n ordina r y geome trical mensura-
tion, and the derived scale is such that e qual physical units 
II 
do not represent equal steps in sensation. 
11 Second •••• method of comp ;:.. r i son. No individual can be 
expected to judge accurately whether a given brightness is two 
times, three t imes as i ntense a s another even though the t wo 
surfaces lie adjacent. Two fields must be compared when being 
adjusted as equal." 6 
11 The nature of vision ••.. vision i s the means whereby we 
perceive space as a whole. Such a sta tement does not imply 
that all space i s perceived at once, but rather that it is 
only by vision that spatia l relations cf objects outside the 
from it are with 
I 
'I 
II: 
I! 
I 
I 
I body and at a distance sa t i sfactor i ly dealt 
II ~j- = 
II 
II 
in detail. Hearing is also a distance sense but its s patial 
chara cteristics are not tota lly distinguishable from vi sua l 
qual i tieS a nd l. t laCkS r! r eC~_ Se detail. II 7 
"Certain properties of vision exist when one is in pitch 
darkness or is blindfol ded when the eye i s not l:Bing differ-
entially sti mulated. Even then "visua lness" persists in the 
spatial properties of the individual's experience. The matter 
I 
·I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I~ 
of contemplating movement as well as performing it, imagini ng 
other objects as well as observi ng them, requ i r es s pace per-
ception in which the visual mechanism is involved. Again, to 
ident i fy an object by touch without ~eing it is usually to 
identify it by visualizing it. In thi s case, visual mechanism ' 
is indispensable, though obviously the rupplied sensory informa-
tion is tactual. 
11 In the study of human experience many phenomena have II 
department possess~~ come to light which indicate tha t one sense 
I 
properties of another. Ad jectives which are used to describe lj 
the supposed peculiar properties of cne sense are indi s pensable! 
I 
.I 
in some others. In this respect, vision is dominant. Words 
signifying t he usualness of the other senses ap ~ ear aga i n and 
again. 11 8 
I 
,, 
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1. Balance •••.••....•••••.••••••••• harmonious whole 
2. Language of 
objects 
formal and i nformal 
lines ••............• implied lines 
importance 
vertical 
horizontal 
diagonal 
curved 
hogarth curve 
3. Language of forms .• . .......••••• circle 
pyramid 
radii 
cross 
r e ctangle 
interweavi ng forms 
4. Chiaroscuro , tone, and value •••. light 
dark 
gradation 
tone 
value 
5. Dynamic symmetry ••.•..•.••••.••. defunction 
roots 
points of j nterest 
placement of lines 
whirling square 
6. Linear perspective ••...•...•.••• vanishing point 
diminuti.on 
horizon line 
picture plane 
7. Application to pictures ••....••• purpose 
composition a help 
emotional message 
pictorial expression 
8. Principality •.•.•.... . .••.•••••• selective vision 
principal object 
subordi nate objects 
accent 
oneness of theme 
fitness 
balanc~ 
I 
II 
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9. Tricks and psychology ••.••••••• illusions 
psychology of eye I 
placement of objects I 
leading line 1: 
suggested f rames 
psychology of f eel i ng 
10. Suggestion and imagination •.••• essence of picture mak ing 
ill usion of he i ght 
actual and suggested s ize 
sugge s ted and arres ted 
motion 
sugge s ted and definite 
numbers 
suggested f eeling 
psychology of line 
I 
I 
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"I believe that Photography at its best is an art, and 
photo-technique is but a means to an end: the creati on of the 
picture. Today, even a fo ol can learn to operate any of our 
modern foolproof cameras, and produ ce technical l y perfect 
pictures--but is thi s knowledge really all he needs for taking 
purposeful and pictorially exciting photographs? Natural l y, 
as in any other art, there are artists and there are dabblers. 
If photography really were nothi ng but simple and purely mechan-
ica l reproduction process, the majority of people still think 
it is, why are there so many dull and meani ngless photographs 
around? 
"Obviously, there still must be some indefinable ••some-
thing" a photographer has to have besides technical know-
ledge in order to make pictures with a meaning, end to express 
the meaning graphicall y in moving and exciting form. If 
J:hotographers were told how t o use their brains and imag i nation 
as well as they use their cameras, if they would learn, for 
instance, to consider composition as important as finegrain 
development, many of them might produce photographs of a qual-
ity and an impact comparable to the best they see in national 
• II 9 picture magaz1nes. 
"Photography is one of the modern man's most vital forces 1 
11 
of communication. It has taken three wars, an economic depres-
sion, and a struggle for the conservation of our soil to 
II 
I 
I 
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awaken Americans to the idea that photography as a form of 
communica tion demands intelligent consideration. And the 
ability to make a good photograph may some day be a component 
of literacy tests. 
"Photography is fundamentally a process of skill and 
discrimination. As such, all of the tools used to produce a 
good photograph are under the continual control of the photog- I 
I 
rapher. Moreover, consistently good photographic results are II 
I the product of consistent control. 'No photograph is good or 
1 
bad except a photographer makes it so.'" 10 
''A contemporary artist admits that photography alone can 
represent reality. And he poses an interesting challenge to 
the photographer when he says that photography ha s become the 
ideal standard of realism in art. The public has come to 
accept photographs as images in which everyone best recognizes 
his own world. This is good and bad. Good because photograph~ 
is admittedly a form of realism accepted by the public; bad 
because too many photographers may use public acceptance as a 
measure of success. This is not a true measure by any stretch 1 
of imagination. A viewer's ability merely to identify a 
symbolic image with an existing form does not establish a 
photographic standard of excellence." 11 
-I 
I 
I 
= - -="---== 
"Photography is one of the greatest visual mediums for 
personal expression and the dissemination of information. 
Nearly everyone can participate in the a ctual creati ng of 
photographs. The average photographer may not be aware of the 
full impact of these two statements until he stops to appreciate 
I 
the tremendous advances made in his chosen medium. A World 
War is reported pictorially (March of Time -Victory at Sea), 
great events come to us through the pictorial press, a simple 
vacat i on is recorded permanently with the camera, or the care-
free actions of a child photographed for the family enjoyment. 
When you take up photography you're joi ning one of the most 
cosmopolitan and democratic groups i n t he world today. There 
are over 25,000,000 stl ll camera owners and 1,300,000 amateur 
motion picture camera owners i n U.S.A. alone. No wonder that 
we are all interested in seeing more and more photographs and 
especially collections of the great photographs of our day." 12 
11 No picture was ever made by rules alone, it is true, 
but rules wisely used are one of our greatest tools of picture 
making. That i s the reason for the study of any rules •.•• to 
aid us in making pictures. The artist wants to know all the 
rules of ~ icture making so that he can use as tools the ones 
he needs. The r ules of composition are most useful tools in 
picture making and are a strong foundation upon which to bui ld 
--- ---- - = -=- --
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pictures. Knovling these rules, the photographer unconsciously ji 
applies them in making his pictures because his eyes and mind 1i 
have become sensitive to· the best in composition. 1 
"By study and by observation the eye and mind become 
sensitive to pictorial qualities. To make pictures, the 
artist's eye and mind must be sensitive to every element of 
the picture. They mus t be sensitive to true value, to correct 
proportion, to beautiful color, to pure composit i on. Indeed, 
thi s is the reason for most of our artistic study •••• to make 
II 
I 
our eye and mind sensitive to beauty in all its forms. When 
backed by this solid foundation of knowledge ••.. artist canal-
low his feelings free play in the making of his pictures and i J I 
It 
this way he can follow both the practical and tbe visionary ••. "II 
13 
"Photography i s generally accepted as an authoritative 
source of visual information about our times. 
,. 
It now regularlyjl 
reaches audiences all over the world on a~ale unheard of a 
decade or two ago. It is becoming a new force in the molding 
of public op i n i on, and in explaining man to man.u 14 
"When a photographer makes a s eries or sequence of pictures 
about an event, a place, a person or a process, his basic 
qualities of sens i tivity , perception and understanding are 
more apparent than th~y are in a single picture. 11 15 
= =- #--
"Pattern and design ..•.. Larg e-scale, almost abstract pat- 11 
terns and designs communicate a sense of extended reality and I 
aliveness that are usually absent in contrived pattern ar r ange j 
ment." 
1 6 
!I 
I 
11 Dramat i c sub j ects dealing v.rith smm d and ligh t are I 
rendered and expressed i n exciting pictorial organizat i on. 11 l!'' 1 
"The extraordinary range of expression can be achieved 
by the imagina tion, perception and skills of outs tanding 
journalist-photographers." 19 
11\var photography ••.. In no other f ield has the importance 
of photography been more impressive than i n reco ~ding war 
where nobility and selfl ess devotion, inexhaustible endurance, 
terrifying senselessness and besti ality are all scrambled 
together. War photographers are not spectators . They are 
participants. They give us a f eeling of proximi t y , the sharp 
intensity of actual experience." 20 
I. 
I 
I 
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"Photo-journalism has moved us far av1ay from yesterday's 
stereotyped portraiture. Portrait photography has become 
a vehicle in the communication of ideas . The kalei doscope 
of faces and gestures we see today reflects and interprets 
~8period, as well as the individual in relation to lis period." II 
"Fantasy and the fant astic conf or m to the realism of 
the camera. Humor is one of the rarest elements to be found 
in photogr aphy. 11 21 
" Landscape is more than beautiful scenery. Photography 
makes it a link between man and the land he inhabits. 11 22 
11 The journal ist-photographer can comment as well as 
report. His intellectual and emotional reacti ons may even 
I 
take his personal comment to the point of becoming a crusade. 11 I! 
23 ~ 
II 
II 
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PART IV 
PICTURE SURVEY AND USE OF QUESTIONNA I RE 
'I 
ff 
Twenty -four persons participated in the survey dealing 
with the problem of the way in which a photograph communicates 
ideas. In this group the age, sex, educa tion and occupational ! 
distribu t i on were var j.ed. Among the group there "\verE: nine 
women and fifteen men, ranging in a ge from ni neteen to fifty~ 
tvm. Occupations ranged from manual vwrkers to graduate 
students and mature educa tors; in the group the educational 
backgrounds encompassed levels from high school through college; 
to graduate school degree holders. 
Information concerni ng each subject follows. 
-=- ---==- -=-----=-----.::=::= 
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h o f?.'es m:-:t __,ccu . . ::.. tion 
~ .. _,..,.--.. .. ~----... __,......,_.. _..:..o:...=~---- --------~--------~· 
5 ., !fo-:f mr.ch ·c. · me p-::r<~ Tree { do you spe::1d readj.ng per:l.odicals? 
Hours per . eek~."- -~~o 
6 o To v;hz.t publinhed periodict:tls do you aubncr:ibe":' 
a~ 
~~-=v•~.-..::ow-~.-:r~~'!"'-===-~=-==-z:~--=-~--~..-;:L~~-----~=-
7 c Vlha·c. rm,iodical s ot,l1er than those to ·Nhi cll you. subscribe do y·ou 
ha.bit;rally read? 
--... .v_..,.... .. _,.__ ~:.... .. ~-.a----t':-~-- -------.. ~~~ 
S. Fim1 1t; 1.d1 'Lime per vreek do you spend rearling books? Hours per vmels~-
Yes ( ) No ( ) 
10. How :n: :rl · hours n v;eek do you spend watching Television'? 
H0u~":-; P' I' week___ -==~- o 
11. Type of · ~ ·lmr:i.sion programs you enjoy the most. 
a. 
·~···-------------... ~-------------~--=~ 
h. 
--------~ -~------------------~------·----------------~---·------------
CQ 
---=--~· a-.c----------·---~-~~-------~-..r· r--=-----·~ 
12. Name seve:"'al ' ·, \ ::nris:!.on prog.t'a.rns which you habi t,ually wa.tf h Q 
c. 
-~----- ...... .... - --- --- ---... ---~~-~-~-
13 c How o:i.'tcn do you i. c: -Lo the mov:tes ? Times per month~--·--~ 
J.J-1-o Other t han ex:rtoT tr.\>::nent-.9 do you ha:tre another .,~eason .f'or going to 
the :r.1ovies? Ple~s c <;-::~ec:tfy o 
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Que s tionnaire blank s 
1. Age •.••• t he c omparisi on and lilceness among the people 
of their ase 
2 . Sex ••••• masculine and femilline a pproa ches 
3 . Education ••••• to gaug e the valu e of educati one.l ba ck-
grounc1 and to determine i f it justifies the I 
improvement of kno;v l e:J.ge and s ensi t i vi ty 
to thins s i n ex i stence all of thi s in con-
n e ct i on 1-vi th the f uPther d evelopment of 
creat ive insi e;.h.ts 
4. Pre sent Occu pation ••••• infl u ence of b.ack~round or voca -
ti on on a pers on ' s behavi or and 
attitud es 1 
5 . Time per vreek on p eriodica ls ••••• in the relation to the ir1
1
1 
educa tional background, I 
vocati on a nd i nterests II 
6 . Periodical s sub scribed to ••••• p opularity of periodicals 
corresponding t o the per-
son ' s int er ests 
7. Current problems periodicals ••••• a n e ssential mean for a 
pers on to k eep up "' _ th 
outside vvorld 
8 . Time per vreek on boolcs ••••• some-vrhat laclcins in printed 
photogr a phs ••• corr elation be-
breen time s pent on p eriodi -
ca l s (mos t of them ;,v-ith pic-
tures ) and books l·ri t h out p ic -
tures 
9 ••• 10 •• 1 1 ••• 12 ••••• 'I'elevision , t ype of nro ~:C'ams observed 
ref3LJ.l a rly compared vri th -·the educational 
backgrounds 
13. Movies • • ••• to determine the amount of time s pent comp-
ared 1'ri th r ead:lng , TV pro;;ra.rn s and motion 
pictures 
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No. Age Sex TV 
I 
1. 44 M 
-
2. 19 F -
3. 27 F -
4. 50 M + 
5. 50 F + 
I 
6. 41 F 
-
7. 42 M + 
8. 37 F -
9. 37 M -
10. 37 M. + 
11. 44 M -
I 12. 21 M + 
I! 
13. 23 M + I 
14. 32 M -
15. 24 F -
16. 30 F -
17. 42 F -
18. 32 M + 
19. 29 M -
I 20. 48 F + 
21. 35 M + 
22. 52 M + 
23. 19 F + 
I 
24. 25 M -
- -
I 
\ 
Educa tion 
M.A. 
Undergraduate 
B.S. 
High school 
High school 
B.A. 
High school 
A.B. 
M.A. 
A.B. 
M.S. 
Undergraduate 
M.S. 
B.S. 
B. A. 
M.S. 
M.Ed. 
Grad. student 
A.M. 
B.S. 
Doctora te 
M.S., D.D. 
' UndergraduatE 
B.A. 
-
:::._:=-~ 
Occupation 
Ed. admin. 
Student 
Nurse 
Supt. of Bldg 
Housewife 
Housewife 
Janitor 
Secretary 
Res. Sociol-
ogist 
Univ. Professc 
Audio-Visual 
Director 
Student 
Teacher 
Writer 
Secretary 
Nurse 
Ed. admin. 
School repre-
sentative 
Inst. in Guid 
House'\.J"ife 
Clergyman 
Ed. admi n. 
Student 
Student 
-
II 
I 
I 
I II 
I 
'I I 
r II 
'I 
II 
I 
. I 
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Procedures 
- ---
The survey was conducted over a t wo-week per i od from 
June ll to June 25, 1954. Thus, replies are from the same 
seas on and setting. The subjects were instru cted to (l) fill 
in the blanks of the quetionnaire and (2) give written reac-
tions after the instructio'ns of my verbal directi on, as 
follows: j 
"After you hav0 filled out the questionnai re provided · 1l 
herewi th, please choose five out cf six photographs. Starting lj 
with the fir s t choice please observe carefullY- , as i f you were li 
studying a photograph in any leading pictorial magazine. Ther~ 
is no capt i on, as you may notice; the idea is tha t you write a 1 
general impression a s to what this particular picture means to II 
you. In other words, wh~t. does this picture commQ~icate to 
you? 
"Conti nue to study and report your reactions to each of I 
the five pictures, Pertaining to ea ch picture, feel free to ll 
put down anything you feel to be important; \vha tever the }.·i ctur j l 
communicates to you, is important. There is no time limj_t on 
this s tudy of the pictures nor on the preparation of your 
written report. 11 
In the manner requested of the twenty-five persons who 
filled out the questionnaire and described their discoveries 
in the pictures, I studi ed and set down my own analysis. 
As a student of photography , trained to understand a 
lj 
II 
I 
I 
I 
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picture and to respond with f ull awareness, I have written 
the communication possibilities a s I regard them in each 
picture. 
The following is my analysis of the details in each 
photograph vrhich I feel to be important. 
II 
-j 
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Photo .I 
1. The dominating figure •..• upright position with an 
outstretched right arm, giving the sensation of balance. (At 1 
this instant, she was on one foot.) 
2. The dominating figur e is a woman ••.• outspread arm 
gives a gesture showing rhythm in a graceful manner. 
3. Her face •••• make-up on •••• obviously rehearsing, due 
to lack of bright illumination as usual in actual performance 
for audience. 
Her type •••• thick lips ••.. definitely Spanish. 
the 
4. 
5. 
deep 
Her features •.•. thinly painted eyebr01•Ts to blend 
eye sockets and predominating nose. \vi th II 
6. Her hair ••.. straight and neatly and firmly combed 
and fastened with ribbons behind. 
?. Her mood ••.. poignant expression of pain; the result 
convincing evidence of vivid memory of her long s t ruggle in 
the past as well as the discipline and difficulty ahead to 
achieve the utmost perfection. 
II 
II 
8. The three costumes •••• suggest the atmos phere of an 
historical tale, without revealing either elation or depression, 
typica l of the Ballet, as it combi nes rhythmic dancing and 
dramatic characterization. · 
9. Other oancers •..• in the midst of a rehearsal, and 
dancing the ·steps perta ining to an arranged choreography. 
10. The darkly illuminated scene •••. due to the conserva-
tion of electrical power by the company (theatre) until curtain 
time. 
35 
Photo II 
1. "Venus de r-1ilo 11 •••• clas sical art .•.. suggests cul-
tural atmosphere in thi s home. 
2. Leather-bound books .••• suggest a p-oreciat i on of the 
past in a refined form. 
3. Modern books •..• show appreciation of modern writers. 
4. The lounge chair •••• not too old in style, but 
modernly woven with new material •..• reveals conservative, 
yet "up-to-date" taste. 
r I 
I 
I 
I 
5. Detailed wood panelling •••• called linen fold .•.• shows 1! 
a fine example~ exquisite house building of fine luxury I 
period. I 
6. Magazine rack •... practical adaptation from the 
colonial period. 
7. Published periodicals ••.. denotes occupants' interest 
in the current situation. 
8. Man standing •••• appears at ease, but eager to be 
informed of the day's events by the morning paper. 
9. Oriental rugs •••• blend with the atmospher e of \vood 
panel l ing 
10. Man ••.• recognized as a guest becaus e of his f ormal 
·attire and the f a ct that he is so well groomed. 
11. Guest .... a friend of dist i nguished hosts, due to the 
total atmosphere of culture. 
12. Lighting •••• freshness, evidently morning light. 
13. Grey hair •••• suggests a man of mature years with 
serious concerns, one who carries heavy respons i bilities. 
14. Guest standing •... indicate s he is waiting for someone \ 
for a reason. 
15. The whole picture ••.• a study showing a cross-section 
of ada ptations in architectural detail. setting of culture 
superiority, and a personality of outstanding character and 
personality. 
36 
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1. The cabin •••• sagging roof suggests results of heavy 
snowfalls. 
2. The cabin •.•• su ggests a ge .... tar pa per well tacked 
long ago against wind. 
3. The cabin ••.. shi ngles •.•. very fmv ...• blown av.iay along ,II 
with the boacds on the wall. 
4. The cabi n •••• cross member near r i ght where three nails1 
I 
are exposed, showing where the beam was joined. It was pulled ! 
apart by the \veight of snow; thus, the beam rests just below ·1 
near the bottom of picture. I 
5. The boards ••.• showj_ng circular bands caused by a 
rough saw. 
6. The concrete walls in the center •.•. roof missing be- 1 
cause of uncompleted construction, perhaps due to lack of j 
materials around it, or of fa i lure of a business enterprise. 
7. The concrete walls •••. too neat, thus removi ng the 
possibility of damage by the weather, or a recent pro j ect 
delayed. 
8. Grass growing beneath the wal l s •..• walls constructed 
the year before or earlier, thus destr oying the e~idence of 
present construction or a recent one. 
9. One single wall •... many windows •..• design indicat i ng 
the possibi lity of using the bui lding as a mi ning mill as 
formula ted by the plans. 
'I 
I· II 
I 
10. Mountains •••. tree s thick below, thi nning gradually 
upward •••• suggest nearness of timber line. II 
II 
11. Mountains •..• geological factors show the formation of 11 
mountains by glacial action and upheava ls •... the young 
mountains. I 
12. Mountains ••.. no civilization anywhere about, indicathg 
the place to be an isolated one, and this setting deserted. 
13. The circular band •••. near the 
photograph shqws the insulating po int~ 
thus proving the possibility that t his 
for electricity. 
upper right corner of 
for electrical wires, 
cabin was once wired 
~· 
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II 
1. Custom House Tm,rer •••• old buildi n g well preserved, 
a stru cture out of the pas t, bridging to the present. 
2. Custom House Tower Clock ••.. l2:15 p . m., identi f y j_ng 
the time of day. 
3. Low shadow ••.• t aking in the late winter-time, ap-
proachi ng s pr ingtime. 
4. Skyway •.•. suggests progress of the present .••• man 
on the move, finding way to new arterial hi ghway. 
5. Skyway ••.. to meet the increa sing traffic problem. 
6. Skyway •• the marvel of engineering feats. 
7. Skyway •••• still unfinished .••• no pavement applied, 
indicated by the light showing through the structure. 
8. Foreground •..• tra sh left arotuLd •.•. to be cleared off 
soon. 
9. Parked car •... apparently left ther e by an important 
pers on involved v.ri th this great pr oj ect. Only an official 
would be allowed to park here at noon. 
I 
10. Further behind the parket car ••.• pavement ends abrupt -
1 ly, thus proving where the aerial highway begins to be connect~d 
with the left one and the right one. 
11. Lamp posts •.•• interesting but unwired for electrical 1 
fixture s . 
12 _. An important factor ••.• photographically s peaking, 
clear day, no haze, common during winter ••.. clear but white 
sky (not deep grey in black and white picture) ..•. otherwise, 
summer cl i mate enhances the hue (polarization). 
13. Idleness •... a day off, Saturday, Sunday, or holiday. • 1 
if lunchtime, as hour of the clock i ndicates, the workers would 
have eaten along somewhere in the picture. 
14. Geometric pattern ••.. overall perfection , typical of II 
design formed by modern structural developments. 
38 
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Photo V i-
1. Foreground books.~ •• Lincoln records, Volu~es I-III, 
neatly arranged, labelled on shelf boards ••• History on record. 
2. Background books •••• stacked horizontally i nstead of 
vertically because of frequency of use, thus lessening wear 
and making easier t heir repla cement on shelves. 
3. "Index . . . . Records" .... identifies the books a s l aw 
references. 
4. Man ••.. standing becau s e of lo"Yr he i gh t of she l ves 
behind him. 
5. Man ••.. pencil in hand •.•. further proof that data 
wi l l be jotted down , for refinement befor e preparat i on of 1 ~, f i nal draft, for some long-range goal. 
6. Man •.•. hi s concern shows serious mood, firm and 
determined. 
7. Man .•.. well groomed, more like l y an Ea s terner, as 
indicated by narrow coat lapels. 
8. Man .•.. freshly clean, unwr i nkled shirt indicat es 
that he ha s just started his day. 
9. Shelves ••.• metal •... progress i ve .... office must be 
streaml i ned altogether, i ndicating effici ency. 
10. The page •..• being t urned, with penci l in other hand .. 
shows the r eferences arE: being located quickly •... thus suggests! 
that the man is an exper i enced intellectual. 1 
II 
11. Man ••.• possibil i ty, becaus e of his youthful appearanc~, 
tha t he is still a junior partner in a l a '\·J f i rm. 
li 
li 
I 
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Photo VI 
1. The Dome •..• typifies t he archi tectural detail of a 
Greek Orthodox Church. 
2. The Dome ••.• octagonal, blendi ng neatly with another, 
but smaller, dome above in a simi lar shape .... then i n turn a 
ball with stick atop. 
3. The Dome •••. underneath •••• on each side of octa gon-
shaped wal l s ••.• open-arched windO\vs without glass. 
4. The e ight-sided walls .••. just above the arches are 
round ha.lf -domes, four on each, which have ·a s pecial sig-
nificance in Greek Orthodox religion ••.. religi ous symbolism. 
5. Standing walls supporting the dome .... a huge crack 
running upward ••.• unusual, as it begins from between the ~o 
arches instead of fr om the top of arch. 
6. Mosaic pictures .••• illustrate the meaningful concepts 1 
pertaining t o the doctrines of Gr eek Orthodox religion. '1 
li 
I' 7. Greek Orthodox •... simply becau se of the typical shape of the crosses as noticed atop two domes behind, near 
the left frame of picture. 
II 
8. A broken pillar •... evidentl y some terr ible destruction, 
caused by a powerful force •• ..• only such }:ower could wreck such •1 
a thick pillar. 
9. Rubble on the ground •.•• parts that have fallen down 
from the structure above , evidentl y caused by the same great 
force. 
10. Snow on the ground •.•. wintertime ••.• possibility of 
spring, due to the radiant vl armth of sunshine on the bu ilding II 
wall. 
11. Snow .•.•• fresh .•.. no wind. 
12. The Church as a whole •••. lef t in r u ins without sign 
of plan to restore it •... possibly due to anti-religious, 
totalitarian government ••.• possibly a damaged Russian Church, 
through the terr ible fighting in that area during the last 
war. 
j! 
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How I Analyzed the subjects' Reports 
For each photograph from the six samples, the number 
of words it drew from the people during their observations 
I 
II 41 
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were counted. At the same time, four part of sneech- nouns~ 
verbs, ad,jectives and pronouns--were counted. In the pronouns il 
group, I counted also the per s ona l pronouns, in order to study l 
the difference between the aspects of personal and impersonal I 
recordi ng, to give an index of subject i v i ty. 
In each step above, nouns were c i rcled in blue pencil, 
verbs in red, adjectives in yellow. Pr onouns were divided 
into two groups as mentioned; regular pronouns were circled 
by green f encil, and re rsonal pronouns squared by green pencil ~~ 
The next step was to eval uate the data by six different 
concepts, as follows: 
1. Emotional expressions •... mood •• sorrow •• joy .• fear •• 
hate •• love •• feelings contrasted t o logic 
, I 
2. Expression of animation •. . . life .. vibrancy .. capacity I 
to be creative and dynamic •• zest for meaning •. cultural depth •• I 
poise •• intellectual interest II 
3. Expression of static .•.. without l ife •• without motion • .1 1 
inert. 
4. Deductions from detai ls ••.. concepts listed •. situationJ 
observed •• correlations sta ted •• conclusions developed from seeirtg 
the picture. . II 
I 
5. Project:.ons •... suggesti ons of future 1rends or :;.os s ibil J1 
ities fr om the eviden ce her e ~ 
6. Aesthetic values •••. beauty .. rhythm •. charm .• grace •. 
music .. observed in specific detals or found in general atmos-
phere 
I 
II 
<'· 
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B • . Va rious Methods of comparing c1a ta obtained 
1. Relati onship bet>.ve en t h e age and numbe r of 1·1ords 
us ed. 
A I!.lethod i·ra s tried to find any correlation bet\'." e en the 
' a g e and numbe r of words (verbs, nouns , adjective s , pronouns, 
a nd p e rsonal pronouns) us ed . The a ge of these person s vi a s 
a rrans ed i n order s t a rting from n i net e en ( 19) to fifty-t~rr o 
(52) ca lled "X" . All 'i-J"Or ds such as m.linbered v erbs, nouns, 
ad j e ctiv es, pronouns, and personal pronouns i·rere counted and 
p l e. ced n ext to the a ge chart called "Y''. "Rank of X" '1tra s the 
next i n the cha rt. Follovving i·ras the "Rank of Y" d enotinr.• 
most of the v1ords specified . Th is is to give the order of 
t h e most of vrords used • •• • 11hich is subtracted from R of X 
(Ran _{ of a ge) 3iving the differ ence "D". The nex t step is 
to s ouar e the diffe ~C' ence . 
The formula used is ; 
The . total of D2 is multipli ed b y 6 giving a total of · 
12624. " N" r e pr e s ents number of p ersons , so it is t '\ven ty-four 
subtra cted by one • ••• hrenty-thr ee. N2 means t \'renty-three 
must be multipli ed by t"vventy-thre e g iving a total of 529 . 
In turn, 529 is multiplied by t vrenty-four repr e senting w-, 
givin a t onal of 1296 . 
42 
II 
12624 
f~ Ol 
N(N-1 ) 2 12696 
There is no correla tion beb'l'een the age of the vieiver 
of the photographs used and the number of 1·rords used. Each 
kind of 1:rord •• • ~ verbs, nouns, ad j ect i ves , pronouns and person-
a l pronouns •••• vms used various number of times by persons of 
various a e;es 1:rhich means I can not say that the older the per-
son, , the more specif ied Tflords he uses . 
So instead •••• the vlhole number• of the questionaires ,,.;as 
bro_cen dovm to educational groups c ons isting of High School 
graduates or its equivalent, Undergradua te students currently 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
II 
enrolled in colle s es, Colle 3e graduates Hi th Bachel or 1 s degree , II 
I 
College grad.ua tes with Ms,s ter 1 s degree and Professionals , .. ri th I 
Doc tor ' s degree. I I 
• 44 
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X Y! R of X R of Y' D ED2 
19 41 1 10 9 81 
21 42 2 11 . 5 9~5 90.25 
21 13 3 1 2 4 
23 46 4 14 10 100 
24 61 5 19 14 196 
25 50 ,... 15 9 81 0 
27 39 7 9 2 4 
29 86 8 21 13 169 
30 37 9 8 1 1 
32 43 10 13 3 9 
32 27 11 5.5 ~. 5 30 . 25 
32 71 12 20 8 64 
35 90 13 22 9 81 
37 35 14 7 7 49 
37 51 15 16 1 1 
41 27 16 5.5 10 . 5 110.25 
42 14 17 2 15 225 
42 52 18 17 1 1 
44 53 19 ' 18 1 1 
44 42 20 11~5 8.5 72.25 
48 205 21 24 3 9 
50 25 22 4 18 324 
50 19 23 3 20 400 
52 119 24 23 1 1 
I· 
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2. :rtela tionshi p betvreen the educational levels and 
number of uords u sed. 
In the use of l angua3e to describe visual experience 
':.here is a marked re l a tionshi p bet1,reen formal education and 
I 
' richness of gramnar. 
Thi s variat ion indicates bot h ease of expression and 
depth of concept . The most highly trained persons use person-
al pronoun s the l east i ndica ting a certain personality poise 
i n vThi ch t hey can express t hemselves N·i t hout re f erring to them- ~ 
s elve s. They descr ibe ideas in the third person , a s obs er vers , I 
lfh ereas the p ersons 1vi th the l eas t formal education tend to 
1 
think in personal terms about every exper i ence. Det a chment 
is cle::1.r l y related t o intellectual discipline and to a ca.deL ic 
achievem ent. 
The use of ad j ectives is a lso rev ealin g . D_mensi onal 
1 t _ink i ng , enriched by descri~)tive modifi er s, increases r a,pidly 
a s the mental capac ity ( traini ng) increases . The profession-
1 ally t rained obsevver uses seven time s a s many ad ·jectives in 
describin::;, a picture a s t he Hi ;::;h School graduate d oes. 
Nm.ms are 1·1ords d enoting specifi c experiences, such as 
pl aces, persons, events , bu ildings , thi nss , e tc. The 0 rea ter 
the l earning , the r:rore abundant i s t he use of nouns i n des -
crlbins reaction s to a pictur e. 
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So , a person Nho h e.s h -.d 1i c;h school train i n onl y used 
and avera:::;e of 3 . 2 nouns per p icture , i·rhile the profess i on a ly ' 
trained person used an e.vcr ase of 20.4 nouns per pictur e . 
The s igni ficance of this usa3e i s re l a t ed to one of the 
la~·l s of l earnin3. It is impossible to describe anyt hinc; unl ess 
one understands it. The B.ccur-.:?. cy and extent of specific des-
1 cription d epends on ~;:no\·.· le · ... s e , r .nt;e of infor rna tion and cOLlp-
1 rehension . 
II 
' 
I 
I, 
So t he actor ' s esree ho l der has sev en times as much 
spec i f ic e· peri once i n " re2vdi n3" the meanins of a picture , as 
e. h i sh school c r a duate . All comnnE1ication is tl us ti ed direct- I 
I 
l y t o the c ont ent o f ~;:nm·r l e 0 e . 
' 
I 
II 
I 
II 
I 
I 
II 
t 
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Education verbs nouns adjectives pronouns p .pronouns 
I. 3.2 1.8 1.3 .64 
II . 2. 4 3.4 . 4 .2 
III. 5.4 12 8.3 2.5 . 82 
IV. 5. 4 11 7~ 3 . 43 
v-. 8 12 . 2{. 3.3 ~ 2 
I. Hi gh School ~~aduates or its equivalent 
II. Under0 raduate students cur r ently enrolled i n coll e .:,es 
III . Colle;::;e graduates ;_-rith Bachelor 's degree 
IV. Colle ge graduates 1v-i th !-1as t er 1 s degr ee 
V. Professional s 't.ri th Doctor ' s de ·ree 
3. Deductions fr om details 
_dv anced education produc e s n o noti c eable increase l n 
the tendenc y to li st e t a ils in a picture , for doctors and 
h i gh sc oo l :=;raduates a li :;;:e, · average three s pecific ded.uctions 
per icture. 
I n contra st, I found an av er'a?;e of f ifteen d etails vroi•th 
recording , in ea c n picture~ 
Hy train ing a s a ph oto ;'.:;raphex• has tal:t ,.;,ht me to be obser-
vant , ~Jic~dn ::; out i t ems of lmport<:mce in every ictuPe . Also 
at the salile t_me, :!'nile t ~:ing 9i ctur·e s Hith a camera, I see 
so many d ta ils in a matte r of seconds •.•• compare to the pe r-
son ' s obse r v a tion ta~dng almost five minut e s p e r picture . 
rts a :per•son VL_o is h e.rd - of-hearing , I d e p end primarily 
on l{een obs~. rvations and therefore act ually I s ee mor e in a 
: icture than the av era3 e hearing person . 
But the n eed for better tra ining f or a l l lJel"s ons is 
evident for a T,;orld of beauty , of ~;:n o~·:l edge , and of enrichment 
is beins ov e rlool>:ed by most _ people . 
"The pou·~ r of xeen observ a tion i s n ot a conspicuous 
virtue of the B.verase man. As he moves am on3 the people and 
ob j e cts o.f his ev eryday env i r enment he makes careless use of' 
II his eyes ; crha t comes J<ith in his v lmrine; r ?.n;c;e he seld cm s ees 
jj clearly and ac cui':ttely. 
~-j;. -"-----"-
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. lso the otentia _ in ::,uoto r-::;ra1:>hy is i llustrated . 
Suppose it '"rere possi'iJl e to educa te people to c;e t fiv e times 
as man y ~.__e uctions from any p icture , as they nm·r .:;ain; hou 
s r eat ;:rould the edu cati onal result be ! 
It is definitely possible , for if a ski lled observ r 
can find five hundred p er c ent ( 500%) more conclusions from 
a photoz ra:r..Jh , then a casual obsex•ver , any " trained" ob s erver 
CO':ld 3ain a simil2.r result . 
Pictux•es mus t b e p lanned accordin s to v;el l -executed 
outline • • • • • ima :;ina tion •••• • to d eve l op such ~ Oi:rcrs of observa -
tion, not m rely to !_JrocLuce a p leasant or an unpl easan t reac -
.._ . 
ulan . 
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Picture: I II III IV v VI 
Ve rbs: 4~ 6 5 . 5 5. 4 4~6 6. 1 5~3 
rouns : 9~3 10~ 2 9.1 11.3 11~9 13 ~ 1 
Adjectives : 6 LL . ' 7~9 5 ~9 7 . 7 7.7 8.2 
Pronouns: 1.7 ~ 2 1 . 4 1 . L!. 2 . 8 1.8 
Per s on a l Pronou.ns: .3 . 47 . 56 . 69 . 7 . 88 
Ded.u ctions from det a il 3 . 5 3 . 4 3 3 . 2 3. 2 3 
- s 
This t a ble shrnvs the variations in 1vord usage fox' e a ch 
picture. The conclusion is that no v·rid e difference is found 
among p e ople i n describing different pictures . An average 
r e s p nse to a p icture , perhaps to any p icture, a p pears from 
t h is study . 
·v.rhen the score i s ass embled for the use of nouns by all 
of the persons l'lho fill ed out the qt:·3stionaire it is i nterest-
ing to n o t e that there is only 3.8 di f f erence between the pic-
ture ivi th the least nouns u sed in d escribing the viewers res._ ·1 
ponse , and the most nouns used . 
For pronouns the differ ence is 1 . 1 word varia tion . 
For p e rsonal prono ~ns the difference is . 58 . 
50 
There seems to be a median line of interest in or response 
1 to a p icture, regardless of the details in it. 
Perhaps this su[5gests greater simplificati on of pictures 
to be seen by the publ ic. If there is a fixed limit to the 
average response ••••• the proportion of a p icture is apprecia t ed • 
I 
1 varies inversely as the detail increases . I n other words, a 
picture ~·fi th f i fty important de tails •••• and a limit of 13.1 
. I 
a s the max i mum specific "n oun " detail r_ iven J.n response, l eaves 
out 36.9 possible "noun" re sponses . I f ho,r.rever the detail 
has fifteen possibilities, and 13.1 response is given, only 
1 . 9 omissions a re noted . This is a stron g ar~ument 0 0r simp-
li city of composition and a sequence of simple pictures , d es-
i e;ned to tell a ful l story to the obs e rver. 
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My conclusion on this point is. that pictures must b e 
" graded" from " s i mple or el ement~ry", to " complex or philoso-
phi cal " • i n ordel'' to serve the needs of v i evrer . Thus a photo - , 
grapher j us t .. ;;:nm·r the ap1)rox i mate educational rank of the 
persons he is to serve, throu~~ h is pictures , and if he is t o 
I 
pr·ovide t h e i'ray to set the best result,s. 
L~ order to teach immature minds , the ideas mus t be l! 
qu i te evident . Eut 1:rith matur i ty , there is an increase of 
ability to a~1ply generalizations to specific c onclus i ons . 
tool of commun ica t:Lon, p ictuPes are much wore sub·t.le 
than v.r ords , fo r a person tnay obs erve a picture, and re s pond 
to only a limited nuube:r."' of the obvi ous po ints in it. BUt a 
per• son may bri ng his ov.rn personal :i. ty to a p ic tu:r:>e and dec1uce 
l ... ichness of mean.ins from it . 
This is on e I' eason uhy a p icture i s a mox•e sensit i v e 
educational tool than a printed matt er ; it a llo1-rs much more 
free ·:J.om of thought; i t su 6 sests a more creative response; 
it of f ers many infe r• ence s ; 0.nd i t is never subJ ec t to the 
limitati on of l angua3e . 
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I II III IV v VI T 
1. 8 7 6 5 X 6 32 
2. 4 3 3 2 8 X 20 
3. 3 4 7 2 4 X 20 
4. ~ 5 4 }_1- ~ X 19 5. 5 5 5 X 23 6. 3 1 2 1 X 2 9 7. 3 3 2 3 3 X 14 8. 2 1 5 9 11 X 28 
9. 6. 9 8 1 12 X 36 10. 9 X 8 4 7 & 6 X 34 11. 2 2 5 4 3 X 16 12. 1 1 6 2 7 ~ X 17 
13. 8 11 
- 3 3 X 25 14. 1 2 2 4 8 X 17 
15. 4 5 5 3 X 1 23 16. 6 6 12 5 X 33 17. 3 2 2 3 4 X 1'1+ 
18. X 11 15 10 5 10 51 
19. 6 10 5 7 5 X 33 20. 2 X 5 10 14 12 43 21. 1 2 5 5 5 5 23 22. 14 20 16 5 3 - 58 23. 7 6 3 3 10 7 36 24. 
- - - - 1 
- 1 
Total(2~ 103 116 125 107 131 43 GT 625 
I 
I! Tota l (2) •••• total of v erbs used to descri be each picture 
T ••••• total of verbs us ed by each person 
GT ••••• ~rand total of v erbs used 
II 
54 
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I II III IV v VI T 
1. 7 9 8 17 v 12 53 A 2. 8 10 9 7 7 X 41 
4: 4 7 5 12 11 X 39 4 5 5 7 4 X 25 
5. 1 5 2 3 3 4 18 6. 2 6 7 6 X 6 27 
7. 2 4 3 3 2 X 14 8. 4 12 7 15 13 X 51 9. 11 25 9 10 16 X 71 10. 13 X 6 4 2 & 10 X 35 11. 5 7 10 8 9 X 39 12. 6 6 5 11 15 X 43 13. 9 12 10 10 X 5 46 14. 2 4 4 10 7 X 27 15. 20 12 10 15 4 X 61 16. 10 5 7 11 4 X 37 17. 10 9 9 14 10 X 52 18. X 8 10 8 9 8 43 19 . 16 25 15 16 14 X 86 20. 27 X 36 36 52 5Y- 205 21. 8 16 11 20 18 17 90 22. 25 34 26 15 19 X 119 23. 11 8 4 7 9 11 50 24. 2 2 2 5 1 1 13 
' ota1 (2) 207 231 220 270 239 118 1,285 Gr 
(2) ••••• total of nouns used t o des cribe ea ch pi cture 
T •• •• •• total of · n ouns n sed by each person 
GT ••• •• • grand tota l of nouns u sed 
-----~ --=:-==-==-
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. I 
II 
.• 
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I II III 
1. 8 3 11 
2. 5 4 2 
3. 5 6 1 
4. 2 3 4 
5. - - -
6. 1 - 2 
7. 2 3 2 
8. 2 9 4 
9. 5 22 9 
10. 12 X 3 
11. 5 4 10 
12. 3 3 9 
13. 9 11 5 
14. 3 4 4 
15. 16 12 11 
16. 8 4 5 
17. 2 8 2 
18. X 6 4 
19. 9 14 5 
20. 17 X 18 
21. 4 11 6 
22. 12 25 15 
23. 8 6 4 
24. 1 - 1 
Tota1(2 139 158 136 
IV v 
7 X 
5 4 
8 10 
3 3 
1 3 
1 X 
1 2 
6 12 
6 12 
5 5 & 10 
5 3 
6 10 
8 X 
5 4 
17 X 
12 3 
7 1 
9 10 
6 8 
19 26 
13 7 
8 14 
7 8 
3 -
168 156 
VI 
7 
X 
X 
X 
1 
1 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
7 
X 
4-
X 
X 
5 
8 
29 
12 
-
7 
1 
82 
T 
36 
20 
30 
15 
5 
5 
10 
w 
35 
27 
31 
40 
20 
60 
32 
20 
34 
50 
109 
53 
74 
4o 
6 
839 G'I 
I 
!j 
'I 
'I (2 ) ••••• tota1 of adjectives u sed to describe each picture 1 
T ~ • • ••• total of adjectives u s ed b y ea ch person 
GT ••• • •• e;rand total of adjectlves used 
,I 
I~ 
I 
r 
I 
I 
I 
55 
II 
lj 
II 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
Tota1(2 
I 
2 
-
-
3 
2 
-
-
1 
1 
3 
1 
-
1 
-
9 
1 
-
X 
3 
3 
-
6 
2 
-
38 
- - -
II III 
3 2 
2 
-
- 3 
2 2 
2 2 
1 
-
- -
1 3 
5 5 
X 5 
2 3 
1 1 
} 
-
3 -
2 
-
2 4 
"'i -
6 4 
4 1 
X 1 
- 1 
10 7 
- -
- -
49 44 
---
IV v VI T 
3 2 X 12 
- - X 2 
- - X 3 
2 2 X 11 
2 2 3 13 
1 X 
- 2 
- - - 0 
5 3 X 13 
1 12 X 24 
1 -+4 X 13 
1 2 X 9 
1 1 X 4 
1 X l 6 
1 5 X 9 
1 X 1 13 
7 2 X 16 
- - X 0 
2 6 5 23 
7 2 X 17 
3 4 8 19 
2 6 1 10 
2 1 
- 26 
1 3 1 7 
- - - 0 
44 57 20 252 .Gr 
(2 ) •••• tota1 of pr onoun s us ed to de scri be ea ch pi ctur e 
T ••••• tota1 of pron ouns us ed by each person 
GI' •••• -.:>r and total of pronoun s used 
=---4!---=--=-
I 
il 
\ 
I 
II 
56 
tr-
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I II III IV v VI T 
., 
1. - - 2 2 - X 4 
2. - 2 - 1 - X 3 
3. - - - - - X 0 
4. 1 l 1 l l X 5 
5. 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
6. - - - - - - 0 
7. - - - - - - 0 
8. l 
-
2 2 6 - 11 
9. - 3 - l 1 X ~ 10. - X 2 1 -+1 X 
11. 
- - -
- -
X 0 
12. - - - - - X 0 
13. - - - - X - 0 
14. - - - - - X 0 
15. 1 1 l 2 X l 6 
16. l - - 2 l X 4 
17. - - - - - X 0 
18. X 1 3 3 - 2 9 
19. - 1 1 - - X 2 
20. - X - - 2 4 6 
21. - - - - - - 0 
22. 1 - ~ - 1 - 2 
23. 1 - - - - - l 
24. - - - - - - 0 
rrota1(2) 7 10 13 16 14 8 GT 68 
(2)~ ••• total of personal pronouns u sed. to describe each pic-
tur e 
T •••• tota l of personal pronouns us ed. by e :1ch person 
GT ••• e;ranO. total of personal pronouns u s ed. 
I , 
I 
II 
I 
I 
J' I 
I 
I 
57 
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I II III IV v VI T 
1. 1 - 1 - X - 2 
2 . 1 1 1 2 1 X r 0 
3. - - 1 - - - 1 
4 . - - - - - - 0 
5. - - - - - - 0 6 . - - 1 - X - 1 
7. - - - - - X 0 • 8. 1 - 1 - 2 X 4 
9. - 1 1 - 1 X _,. :; 
10. 3 X 1 1 4 X 9 
11 . 1 - - - - X 1 
1 2 . 1 - - - - ~ 1 
13. - 1 1 1 X - 3 
14. - - - - - - 0 
15. - 1 - 1 X - 2 
16 . - 2 2 3 1 X 8 
17. - - - 1 - X 1 
18. X 
- - - -
1 1 
19. - - 1 - - X 1 
20. 1 X 3 - 1 3 8 
21. 1 - 1 - - 2 4 
22. 1 3 3 - - X 7 
23 . 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
24 . 1 1 1 - - X 3 
Tota1( 2 ~ 13 11 20 10 11 7 Gl' 72 
(2) •••• Em otional expressions •• • a tota l of it used to des-
cribe each picture 
T • ••• • • total of emotional expressions u sed by e~ch person 
GT • • • • • 3r a nd total of emotional expre s sions us ed 
--='-=-~--- -=----=-
I II I II IV v VI T 
1. 3 2 1 2 X 2 10 
2. 3 2 - 1 2 X 8 
3. 1 3 - 1 2 X 7 
4 . 1 1 - 1 1 X 4 
5. 1 1 1 - 1 1 5 
6 3 1 - 1 - 1 6 • 
7. 2 1 - - 1 X 4 
8. 1 1 - 1 2 X 5 
9. 1 3 - 1 2 X 7 
10. 3 X - - 1 <l2 X 6 
11. 2 1 - 2 1 X 6 
12. 1 1 1 - "Z - 6 J 
13. 1 2 - 1 X - 4 
14. 1 1 - - 2 X 4 
15. 2 2 - 1 X - 5 
16. - 1 1 - 1 X 3 
17. 1 1 1 - - X 3 
18. 1 1 2 2 1 1 8 
19. 1 1 3 3 1 X 9 
20. 9 - 7 6 8 9 39 
21. - 1 - 1 3 4 9 
22 . 6 7 5 2 2 X 22 
23. 1 1 - 1 1 2 6 
24 . 1 - - - - X 1 
Tota1(2) h/" .o 35 22 27 36 20 GT 185 
(2) ••• • Total of expressions of animat ion used to de s cribe 
each picture 
T ••••• Total of express ions of animation used by e g,ch person '! 
GT • •• • Total ( grand) of expressions of anh~ati on used 
=~-=- .=----= ----
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I II III IV v VI T 
1. 3 3 2 3 X 3 14 
2 . 5 4 3 1 4 X 17 
3. - 3 3 l~ 2 X 12 
4 . 1 1 1 1 1 X 5 
5. 1 1 - 1 1 3 7 
6 . 1 1 3 1 X 3 9 
7. 1 1 1 1 1 X 5 
8 . 1 4 6 5 6 X 22 
9 . 3 6 2 3 3 X 18 
10 . 10 X 2 1 1 & 6 X 19 
11. 6 6 7 5 3 X 27 
12 . 5 4 4 6 11 X 30 
13 . 8 6 5 6 X 4 27 
14. 1 2 2 2 3 X 10 
15 . 7 12 4 10 X 2 35 
16 . 3 2 5 4 1 X 15 
17. 3 2 2 3 3 X 15 
18 . X 5 3 3 3 2 16 
19 . 3 3 2 2 3 X 13 
20 . " X 3 4 l~ 4 19 ...,. 
21. 1 2 1 3 - 2 9 
22 . 3 2 3 2 3 X 
,....,. 
_;; 
23 . 2 2 2 3 2 2 13 
24 . 1 - 1 - - - 2 
Tota1(2) 78 72 70 7 5 64 '27\· GT 386 
(2) •••• tota 1 of deduct ions from det a ils used to d e scr ibe 
each picture 
T •••••• Tot a 1 of deductions from denai1s used by ea ch person 
GT •••• • srand total of deduct i ons from det a ils 
'I 
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r II III IV v VI T 
1 . - 1 1 3 X - 5 
2 . 1 - - 1 - X 2 
3~ - 1 1 1 1 x· 4 
L: .• 1 - 1 1 - X 3 
5. - - - - - - 0 
6 · 
- - - -
X 1 1 • 7~ - - - - - X 0 
8 . - - - - 2 X 2 
9 ~ - 1 1 1 5 X 8 
10. 1 - - - 1 - 2 
11. 1 1 1 - - X 3 
12~ - - - - - X 0 
13 . - - 1 - x- - 1 
14. - - - - - X 0 
15. 1 - - - X - 1 
16 . 1 1 1 1 1 X 5 
17. - - - - 1 v 1 A 
1 8 . X - -:z 1 2 1 7 J 
19 . 1 2 - 1 - v - 4 .1\.._ 
20. 1 - 1 - 2 1 5 
21. l - - - l - 2 
22 . 2 1 2 1 - X 6 
23 . 2 - l l l 3 8 
2LJ- . - - - l - 1 2 
I 
Tota1 (2 13 8 13 13 18 7 72 GT I 
I 
(2) ••••• tota1 of proj ections used to describe each ~icture I 
T •• • ••• tota1 of projections used by each person 
GT • ••••• grand tota l of proj ections used 
I' 
II 
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::lli.uca t ion 
High School Grad. 
or its equiva l ent 
Under gr aduates 
currently enrollee 
Colle3e Gradua tes 
';I i th Bachelor's 
de,:::ree 
Profess i onals i'Ti t1' 
Do ctor ' s de sree 
Colle ge Graduates 
Hith Master 's 
desre e 
I. Hours per H·eek 
II. Hours per 1V:eek 
III . Hours per Heel\: 
I II 
7~1 6.1 
21 
5 6. 4 
8. 10 
1~.2 4.2 
on periodica ls 
on books 
on Television 
I V. Movies p r month 
==-=-~==- ----- --
III IV 
14 0 
1 .8 3.6 
2.8 1 . 7 
3 2 
' 
7.8 1 
- ~-=-===--==-=-
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Part VI 
The p oi nts of \·.reah."TTess in my procedure are : 
I did not ask about hobby interests in the questionaire . 
This HOuld have helped me to determine the possibility of the 
person ' s conne ction '\·ri th the creative insights and unusual 
interest, as a result of their hobbies. Also this question 
,,rould have helped me discover i'rhether hobby has a marlced in-
fluence on their mental concepts of the thine;s around them . 
:there is a need to study children mor e to f nd out vrhe-
ther the modern methods of t e aching :3.re helping them by stimu-
l a tins the ir po1·rer and use of observation of p i ctures . 
Su:;gestion •••• a future s u rvey ne eds to be conducted among 
pre-hiz,h school students ( s t artin g fifth grade) UP\'lard to the 
l as t year of Hi gh School 
!I 
I 
I 
I 
H 
,, 
t- --- -- ---~-""--"'-=---'====-= 
2. Future avenue of research 
From this study it seems proper to suggest the use of II · 
textbooks Hi th photogra:phs from page one to the last page 1.1i th j 
short capti ons to stimulate thought. In the first part the 
simplest pictures shoul d be used, •:ri th gradation throughout 
the book until near the end the more comprehensive pictures 
should be placed . The idea is to develop orientation among 
the pupils •••• possibility starting in the fifth grade. Each 
' pupil wil l learn to use and develop imas i nation as he observes 
'· 
one picture at a tLme, and \'lill be reqv.ired to submit his reac-1
1 
tions in a \'lr i tten form . There vlill be not tabula t ion or any-
thing in its comparision •••• instead, each pupil, a f ter vTri ting 
their reaction , will be asked to read it t o the class. The 
i-Thole class i·rill develop into a discussion g:r•oup if a question 
should arise pertaining to a picture or lvhatever the situation 
should be . 
This use of pictures to re l ate an ent i re body of facts 
in a school c ourse , could thus encourage curiosity, help stu-
, dents t o see the things they look at, and t eg,ch them to think 
II 
I! 
I 
I 
I 
systematically about e~1y situation t hey meet in life. 
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